NetNumber Named One of Fastest Growing Networking Companies by
The Silicon Review Magazine

LOWELL, Mass. — April 26, 2016— NetNumber has been recognized by Silicon
Review as one of the “10 Fastest Growing Networking Companies.” This selection is
based on evaluation of NetNumber business strategy and success of its innovative TITAN
centralized signaling and routing control (CSRC) platform in the global communications
industry. With more than 150 customers around the globe, NetNumber is helping
operators transition to converged network architectures led by VoLTE and Diameter. The
TITAN platform is transforming how operators deliver new services to their customers
while significantly simplifying the network core and reducing operating costs.
The Silicon Review 10 Fastest Growing Networking Companies of the Year program
identifies the most dynamic companies that have made significant contributions in the
field of Business and Technology and is designed to showcase companies that provide
the most leading and groundbreaking effective technologies. The publication selected
NetNumber based on its revenue growth, creativity in innovation, customer reviews and
domain influence. Read the profile on NetNumber at
http://thesiliconreview.com/magazines/delivering-innovative-signaling-and-routingcontrol-solutions-netnumber/
“Several Networking companies including NetNumber are making their mark as
innovators and leaders in the digital world today. And in spite of facing the big challenge
of sustainable growth while continuing to innovate and deliver better, NetNumber has
proven its true potential with an endurance, vision and mission, deserving commendation
for the same”, said Sreshtha Banerjee, managing editor, The Silicon Review Magazine.

“NetNumber is honored to be recognized by Silicon Review and the industry for its
success in the global communications industry,” said Brad Boston, president and CEO,
NetNumber. “Telecom operators are choosing TITAN because it provides an
unprecedented level of flexibility and operational uniformity in a single platform that can
provide service agility, improve network efficiency and reduce Opex and Capex costs.
NetNumber is positioned to be a solution provider of choice around the globe.”
TITAN provides a common, virtualized infrastructure for all signaling control, routing
policy enforcement and subscriber database services in the network. It uniquely delivers
centralized provisioning and management combined with a powerful distributed, inmemory database replication method that enables all signal processing to happen at the
optimal location in an operator’s network. Today, TITAN is deployed on more than 350
servers on five continents, and supports more than 200 billion transactions per month.
Learn more about TITAN at http://netnumber.com/products/titan/ or by contacting
sales@netnumber.com.

About NetNumber
NetNumber, Inc. brings 16 years of experience delivering innovative signaling control solutions
that enable carriers to accelerate implementation of new services across multiple generations of
networks, while dramatically simplifying the core network and reducing operating costs. Today,
we are the leading provider of Centralized Signaling and Routing Control (CSRC) solutions to the
global communications industry. Visit www.netnumber.com for more information. Connect
with us on Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ and Facebook.
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